


The Band

Les Enroules is a rock cover band created in 2001. For more than 15 years (and many
gigs), the band has always kept its set lists very eclectic, delivering their shows
through multimedia experiences.

Les Enroules are known to enjoy playing for their audience, and generously share their
energy without taking themselves too seriously. They’ve covered more than 220 songs
from dozens of bands. Live video mix is part of their show. At several occasions, they
also create thematic medleys, or request action from the audience, for example to
vote for the songs they will play.



The band’s line up has changed many times. The number of musicians on stage has
varied a lot with time, from 5 members to a dozen.

Geoffroy Delmotte and Julie Van de Vyver (vocals).

Benoît "Ken Baby" Caby (guitar). Guitars: Ibanez JS-100, Gibson Les Paul Classic,
Simon & Patrick acoustic. Amp: Marshal LM-6100 + 1960A 4×12” cabinet, Boss GT-3
effects.

Christophe "Tof" François (guitar and vocals). Guitars: Ibanez JS-1600, Fender
Stratocaster American Deluxe hss, ESP eclipse II, Seagull acoustic. Amp: Peavey Classic
30 Jack Daniels Signature.

Frédéric "Fref" Toussaint (bass and backing vocals). Bass: Musicman Stingray 4, Fender
Squier Precision, Amp: Fender BXR200, boost and overdrive.

Thibault Helleputte (drums). Drumsets: Mapex Saturn with 10×7, 12×8, 14×12, 16×14
toms, 22×20 bassdrum (+ mic hole). Snares: Mapex Black Panther “Wraith” 14×6 brass,
DW collector’s 14×6 maple. Zildjian cymbals.



Specifications
We describe in the next pages the audio, video and lightshow specifications. In case

the organizer may not provide the specified audio or video equipment or staff, it will
inform the band as soon as possible in order to find another suitable technical

solution, and offer a budget for the elements that cannot be provided.



Audio specifications
The organizers will make available a sound system with subs (no DJ system) capable of
providing a power adapted to the venue capacity (linear 30Hz-16kHz) without distortion to
the console, ideally located at 2/3 of the room/area, facing the center of the stage. A stage
monitor system will also be made available by the organizers, in the form of at least 6
different feedback circuits, tuned before the show in presence of the band. A technician
familiar with the equipment will be present during the balance and the show as well as a
sound engineer for live mixing. The engineer will make himself available at least for one
rehearsal with the band prior to the event. Organizer has to provide sufficient power supply
and adapters for band amplifiers. The patch list below is to be applied.

Kick 1 Beta91 Compressor / Gate
Kick 2 Beta52 Compressor / Gate
Snare top SM57/MD441 Compressor
Snare bottom SM57 Compressor
HiHat KM184/SM81
Tom-Tom 10" E604 Gate
Tom-Tom 12" E604 Gate
Floor tom 14" E604/MD421 Gate
Floor tom 16" E604/MD421 Gate
Overhead left KM184
Overhead right KM184
Bass Guitar DI Compressor
Electric Guitar #1 SM57/E609 Compressor
Electric Guitar #2 SM57/E609 Compressor
Acoustic Guitar DI
Lead Vocal #1 SM58 Compressor
Lead Vocal #2 SM58 Compressor
Electric Guitar #1 Vocal SM58 Compressor
Bass Guitar Vocal SM58 Compressor



Video specifications
The band displays videos and images while playing. The images are mixed by band
members, operating an on-stage computer via a pedalboard. The computer and the
pedalboard are provided by the band. The organizer must provide:
- at least one projection/display zone centered at the back of the stage (min 4 x 2.25m
i.e. 16/9 format screen) with all necessary cables and connectors to display the signal
directly sent from the band computer's HDMI output. The type of display can be either
beamer-based or LED screens. In case of beamers, those must provide at the very least
4000 lumens power, and be positioned at 10m from the projection zone.
- a small table for the computer, in a corner of the stage, and adequate power supply.
- a 42" screen on stage for video feedback
- HDMI cables and an HDMI splitter to connect the on-stage computer to both the
main display and the video feedback display.

Ideally, an equipped cameraman and a broadcast video mixing console must be
provided (we can arrange for this but then again, a budget has to be available). The
cameraman will make himself available for at least one rehearsal/briefing with the
band prior to the show.

Lightshow specifications
The band asks for a standard light show, with a dedicated person to operate it. This
person will make himself available for at least one rehearsal/briefing with the band
prior to the show. This person must be aware that the lightshow should not prevent
the audience benefiting from the video projections (if/when projections are
operated). The sole specific request from the band with respect to the lights is that
the stage be equiped with blacklights, as the band uses many fluorescent accessories.



Testimonials
"Big up on the band for the energy during their performance!"
Felicien Bogaerts, Radio Host on Classic21

"I have seen the band at several occasions. Each time they offered a good piece of rock
music, be it with a very eclectic setlist, or a more thematic show. Video also makes their

shows different from what other cover bands propose."
Adrien Dermience, Manager at MJC Rixensart

"Les Enroules is not a tribute-band to a single artist. Despite this, they played songs
from several artists even better than tribute-bands dedicated to these artists only."
Frédérik Bulté, Soirées Cerises & Rock Classic Brussels

"When you feel Mister Cover is for your little sister, who you gonna call? Les Enroules!"
Anonymous

"Dave Grohl & Friends by Les Enroules is an awesome rock show! It has a lot of energy, is
professionnally executed, and at the same time manages to be instructive about Dave
Grohl, a masterpiece of Rock history. The band delivered two editions of their show at
my place, and I strongly recommend it to any event organizer!"
Xavier Beressy, Backstage, Live & Music Café




